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Researchers from Duke University and HSE University have succeeded
in creating artificial tactile perception in monkeys through direct brain
stimulation. This breakthrough can be used to create upper-limb
neuroprostheses, capable of delivering a tactile sensation. The study's
results were recently published in the Proceedings of the National
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Academy of Sciences.

Most of today's prosthetics exchange information with the remaining
nerves in an amputated limb, rather than directly with the brain.
Neuroprostheses connect to the brain directly and can help restore limb
function even if there is a complete failure of the peripheral nervous
system is completely damaged, such as from a spinal cord injury or
paralysis. In addition, when a prosthesis user gets tactile feedback, they
can control its movements not only visually. This will increase the
precision of movement and make control more natural and easier for
humans, since in everyday life, we don't usually monitor our hand
movement visually.

Electric stimulation of sections of the somatosensory cortex can produce
percepts, which can mimic somatic sensation in the body parts connected
to these parts of the cortex. Meanwhile, tactile perception includes a
wide range of various sensations, such as the ability to distinguish a
subject's temperature, weight, pressure or texture. To imitate tactile
perception completely, each of these sensations must be studied.

Researchers from Duke University and HSE University decided to find
out whether it is possible to mimic the sensation of a surface while
engaged in active tactile exploration, with the application of
somatosensory cortex stimulation.

Two rhesus monkeys were implanted with electrodes in parts of their
somatosensory cortex. According to Mikhail Lebedev, Academic
Supervisor of the HSE Centre for Bioelectric Interfaces, one of the
monkeys had the electrode implanted in order to stimulate the area
responsible for tactile perception in its finger; and the other one—in its
toe.

The animals were seated before displays and given joysticks, which they
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used to control a cursor that looked like a realistic upper-limb avatar.
The display showed two grey rectangles with a 'tactile' texture—vertical
ridges that were invisible but could be 'felt' with the cursor. When the
cursor crossed a ridge, the monkey's somatosensory cortex was
stimulated with electrodes.

At first, the monkeys used the joystick to move the cursor, and at the
next stage, the cursor-joystick connection was disabled, and the trial
subjects were connected to the virtual finger via a 'brain-computer-brain'
interface: the signals controlling the cursor were transcribed from their
brains directly. The monkeys were rewarded each time they chose the
most 'rugged' rectangle.

The researchers were particularly interested in whether the monkeys
would maintain their ability to compare the textures of surfaces at
different speeds of exploration: this would mean that their movement
control is 'synchronized' with the feedback received from the cursor.

Both monkeys, even after the first experimental session, performed the
task better than simply guessing the correct rectangle. The speed of their
exploration (i.e., the speed of their virtual hand movement over quasi-
textured objects) did not affect their overall performance. This means
that they were really able to feel the texture of different rectangles.

The researchers are currently carrying out their next experiment with the
participation of volunteers. As Mr Lebedev explains, "Volunteers are
now involved in the same experiment as the monkeys were, but now the
electrode is placed on their finger and stimulates the finger directly.
People can already tell us what exactly they are feeling."

  More information: Joseph E. O'Doherty et al, Creating a
neuroprosthesis for active tactile exploration of textures, Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences (2019). DOI:
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